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About This Game

TREBUCHET! The Industry Award Winning, All Original, Beautifully Simple New Classic!

***** Game of The Year 2014 games industry awards finalist! *****
***** Best Social Game of 2014 games industry awards finalist! *****

***** Top Paid game in Europe (apptracker) *****
***** Critically acclaimed by top Selling international Newspapers including The Sunday Times *****

***** Top Featured Game at indiecade 2014 - www.indiecade.com *****
***** Critically acclaimed by Samsung, TIGA, IndieCade, The Sunday Times and IGF! *****

***** Top Paid game in 13 countries worldwide *****

Each player starts with a set of balls and pieces, moving their blocks around to free their balls and then tilting the board to align
them. Roll your balls into an enemy block and it is destroyed, with the aim of eliminating the enemies King piece, or reaching

the opposing Kings corner with your king - First!

The Press:

"A Rare Game!" "Immensely Pleasurable!" "Deceptively Simple" "A Wonderful Design Job... I can almost feel the board
underneath my fingertips!" "Something great here!" - IndieCade

"A Digital Original!" "Real Strategic Depth" "A Great Game!" - The Sunday Times
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"A Classic Gameplay Experience!" "Really Cool!" - Chillingo / 100% indie (EA)

"It fits the famous rule: 'minutes to learn, a lifetime to master!'... Brilliant game!" - IGF

TREBUCHET! The all original new classic, the first game of its kind, and a game of Skill, Strategy, Spatial awareness and
Surprise, can be played fast or slow, casually or seriously, offering fun for all ages, skill levels and abilities. Anyone who loves
strategy games, brain trainers, kinetic, puzzle or casual games will simply love TREBUCHET and all the fast paced kinetic fun

it has to offer!

A game for life, with tons of free updates including multiplayer, leaderboards and much much more - coming soon! Get
TREBUCHET today and let battle commence…

TREBUCHET: noun: a medieval catapult used for hurling large stones or other missiles at enemy objects!

*********** FEATURES! **********

- THE Award winning, official TREBUCHET game with original artwork!
- ALL NEW - colourful boards and pieces included in this pack!

- 1 and 2 player support!
- Challenge friends and family!

- Play against the computer and test your skills against three competitive difficulty levels designed for both beginner and
advanced players!

- Explosive play! In game animated explosions for realistic - full user engagement!
- Fully immersive - explosive and kinetic sound effects!

- Virtual 3D movement!
- Fully customisable gameplay settings!

- Clear, intuitive, animated instructions - including ‘Quick start guide’ to get you playing within minutes!
- Animated, full instructions, hints and tips for the more advanced players!

- Beautiful, clean, intuitive layout, design and interaction!
- Intuitive and clear in game statistics!

- Endless mind crunching scenarios – no two games are ever the same!
- Cross Platform Multiplayer support - coming soon!

- Cross Platform Local Network and WIFI Play - Coming soon!
- New, exciting boards, sets and other features - Coming Soom!

**** ADDITIONAL FEATURES ****

- Game features and updates driven by your feedback!
- Frequent updates - driven by your feedback.

- Lots more NEW - FREE updates and in-game additions to come!

******************* TREBUCHET - FIRE AWAY! ******************
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Title: TREBUCHET
Genre: Casual, Indie, Sports, Strategy
Developer:
iconical Ltd.
Publisher:
iconical Ltd.
Release Date: 30 Jul, 2015

 a09c17d780 

English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Bulgarian,Czech,Danish,Dutch,Finnish,Greek,Hungarian,Japanese,Korean,Norwegian,Po
lish,Portuguese,Romanian,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Swedish,Thai,Traditional Chine
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Great title from DK1 days! Lovely to be able to get up and walk around. Recomended to anybody with a Vive.. There are some
people who have problems with this DLC due to an update for the 378 not loading.

This can be fixed by removing all files of the 378, and letting Steam re-install a clean version of it. (Quite likely that when you
have this problem, you installed a modpack for the 378, or unpacked it's files with RWTools).

When that problem is solved, this is a very nice route. It's short, but well built with complex railway infrastructure and densely
built up, and the scenery is very varied from old town London to countryside to modern urban redevelopment.

As delivered the scenarios do not have a lot of AI traffic, but this is already being rectified with workshop scenarios.

Despite that I am enjoying the scenarios very much. There's a lot of speed changes and signals to keep you on your toes and
always something to look at.

Ultimately this route will also be part of a larger network linked up with South London Network, Bedford Middland Mainline,
and London to Brighton, which will greatly enhance the appeal of this route!
(That project is being worked on by Danny, who already published several routes combining Munich area routes, and the
combined South London Network with London to Brighton).. This is a terrible game\/program. It could really use some sharks
with laser beams or something maybe a man who chases you and throws shoes. Seriously don't waste your time.. I really enjoy
this game, especially for the price of 83 cents! Lots of effort was put into this game such as the graphics and music\/sounds. I
enjoy the causal play of the game so far, which is only 20 minutes. The controls are basic and that is all you need and you do not
have to overly think. Such a steal for this game A+++++++

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=mWJeiFOmypc. After playing this game for only a short amount of time, I immediately
found out that it was absolute rubbish. 2\/10 stars.. The Game itself is good, I've played it on PS4 with a friend, but for PC it's
allmost unplayable... you controll the camera with "T, F, G, H" an i think thats just horrible. you can't even use your mouse, not
in the menu and not ingame. If they would fix the Camera controlls, it would be a nice game, but with these controlls i'm going
to return the game. Though not specially a bad game, this one shows big concerns about the follow up. Few and very spaced
news from developpers. They're actually showing few about their promises of future updates. I'm skeptical about seeing all their
promises coming true.

I think it's really not worth the price in this current state.. Very fun little game! I really enjoyed my time with it and watching my
little dudes build up their society. Dev was responsive to bugs and listens to the community.

Definitely give it a try! :). This is a fun game that feels very polished, but just like Taphouse VR, it feels like it's missing some
extra layer of resource management or simulation type elements. I played a little under an hour and already feel like I've
mastered it and there's not much else to do. As a result, I have to admit it feels a little pricey for what you're getting, especially
considering that something like Taphouse VR is free. I still recommend it if it's on a good sale, but I hope the developer expands
on the concept somehow.

UPDATE: finally played some more of this game and the higher levels are definitely harder and they added a winter and
cupcake mode for free! Definitely adds some more replayability and new content to keep it interesting.. Frog Climbers is not a
game which you can play like 10 hours a day.
But if you want to kill Time it's a perfect pastime game.
I could play the multiplayer mode on the gamescom and I can say that it makes the most fun
when you play it with your Friends!
Really fun party game!
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the games are so good and But for \u20ac 15 euros .
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=C08LMUEmA9A
. I used to play the hell out of this on the Commodore 64.. Not bad for a dollar spent. This game took me less than 45 minutes to
play and get both endings. The english translation isn't the best and there are a few bugs (like events repeating), but the story is
interesting and the atmosphere is creepy. It's a novel use of RPGMaker and although the game is quite short, I do feel I got my
money's worth out of the purchase, and that's what matters.. The name of this application in the taskbar is "Adobe Flash Player
11" and the menu is also broken.. I was really looking forward to this game and praying this game wouldn't be like the other
esports games limiting how many steps I can take or forcing assisted moving. Squash kings could be really awesome and one of
the best esport games if there was an option to turn off the assisted moving. Assisted moving makes the game not fun or
immersive for me. Please also add user adjustable sized courts so we can decide for ourselves how big we want the court in our
play spaces. Some of us Vive users made big play spaces in our homes for games like this. Add these two features and this game
would be one of the best for fun, esport, and exercise. For now it's a refund until the devs put these options in the game. I would
buy this and Badminton Kings again in an heartbeat and even for more money once these player options are added.

I will change this review once assisted moving is an option and we can choose the size of our courts to best fit our play spaces.
Big or small. I'm just tired of large play space players being ignored.. Bought this because Fatshark deserve the money, FLC and
solid patches should be celebrated in this day and age.. This is quite possibly *the* hardest tower defense I've ever played. I've
played both with, and with out friends. It's taken me quite some time to unlock level 3, and it's by far the hardest so far. I can
only shudder to think of later levels, considering the fact that I'm doing this on easy mode. Either I suck at turret defense as
much as my friends, or this game is down right, damn near impossible.

11/10 Would recommend to buy.. You need to learn how to surf in order to save your future "Dino" wife. That's is what the plot
of the game is.

At first, I really think it's a boring game but when I played this, this is quite fun and entertaining. Collect garbages for Power
Plant, go to the gym for the lessons, breaking in house-to-house to get some weird information plus approaching a lot of person
for tips and mini-games for mind reflexes.

~Better watch out Red Dino, the Underdog will retake what's stolen and lost from him. When I saw that Steam had this game I
was overcome with acute nostalgia for my childhood days. I spent so many afternoons playing this after school and it brings
back wonderful memories.

The game is pretty straight forward. Just match the word to the picture that is hidden somewhere and there are bonus little
monsters roaming about. The controls are easy to learn and it is a great way for children to start learning simple words and
perhaps it may encourage them to read, which it did for me. There are many different environments in the game and all are
bright, colourful and easy to navigate.

The price is low and well worth it, even if it's just for nostalgic reasons :). Short: My hardware: GTX 1070, i7 4790, 16gb
DDR3. The game\u2019s frame rate plummets when having more than 9 units on screen, unit\u2019s AI is meh, terrible map
design, nice unit models, lacking in content for a $15 game.
Long: Game has two factions, absolutely minimal distinction apart from unit models. Both factions have air, land and navy
units. They all have the same infantry units, the same air units and 50% same navy units. Land units use different models and
have different performances. Though I\u2019m disappointed in the gameplay aspects, the unit designs are pretty solid for a
unity game. However, the model for air unit \u201cGunship\u201d looks terrible, the helicopter propeller looks like an octopus
going nuts. Also, the maps are too small, the resource display is just a slit of numbers above the mini map, the unit description is
minimal and keyboard usage is absolutely nonexistent. I must say I was genuinely hyped as a C&C Generals fan and had high
hopes for this game, but I guess RTS is dead now. 6\/10, not worth buying for $15.

Below added on 22:15, Apr 5th
Oh yeah and the voice acting is meh. There is this one cheesy fake Australian accent for the gunboat and one of the tanks (some
units use the same voices), it made me cringe every time I hear it. AND the devs didn\u2019t even bother to add radio effects
for some of the voices, this was the most emersion-breaking.

Below added on 13:18, Apr 6th
I just instaled an update and changes in the menu is in the correct direction. I would still like to see changes in the AI
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department though. Most maps have bridges which can be a nightmare to get forces to cross, and one of the units I couldn't
remenber it's name(a buggie with anti-tank rockets) gets stuck and bugs out on bridges constantly. Right now for me only the
map "Green zone" is playable because it doesnt have bridges.

Below added on 14:44, Apr 7th
Another update is done by the dev. Though I was originally disappointed by the content and some minor issues regarding map
design and gameplay, I have to say the dev is constantly trying to improve the game. This is a good sign. As though the game
lacks content, the base of the game (the structure) is very well done. Therefore, I think the dev doesn\u2019t have to make big
changes to improve the game by a big margin. This is why I believe with the kind of constant dev support I\u2019m seeing
today, this game is worth buying.
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